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I was contracted by boutique

marketing agency, Ventures

Unlimited to lead a "reboot" of the

 4-year-old #EmpowerUs campaign

to ensure that our client,

MeridianHealth continues to lead the

charge in providing top tier quality

care, closing care gaps, maintaining

high member retention and building

a positive relationship with the State

of Illinois. 

 

The #EmPowerUs campaign was a

community-based, Medicaid health

initiative to inspire women, men, and

families to take preventive action

around key HEDIS illnesses which

stands for (Healthcare Effectiveness

Data and Information Set).

THE GOAL

 



360 marketing strategy 

Immersive implementation matrix 

Tasklist timeline 

Brand messaging restructuring

Planning and execution of two (2) member

appreciation events partner sponsored by the

WNBA Chicago Sky

Co-produced two digital commercials

Social media content strategy 

Co-collaboratively created media plan and

buying strategy  

WHAT I DELIVERED 

THE SCENARIO 
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Picture this. 

 

Although the strategy was approved by the

client months prior, a major merger kicked

project timelines back about three months

behind the recommended start date. That

meant that I was to produce the

deliverables in nearly half the time. Thanks

to a great team, we did that and more.  



TASKLIST TIMELINE 

Milestone
ONE
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In collaboration with my

assistant project

manager, we created an

extremely detailed

client-facing task list

timeline that helped

keep us all on track and

well-positioned to meet

important internal and

state-imposed deadlines. 

ACTION ITEMS 





SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY 

Milestone
TWO
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A big piece of this project

depended on the successful

integration of community

and corporate partnerships.

The WNBA Chicago Sky,

Purple Asparagus and

Imperfect Produce were

brought onboard amplify

market reach.

 

Social media was the hero

tactic in increasing

engagement and raising

awareness among Meridian's

membership base around

both members-only events

that we spearheaded. 

 

Below are examples of the

social media strategy and

copy recommendations I

used to guide digital

messages pre and post-event. 

 

ACTION ITEMS 





MEDIA PLANNING AND BUYING STRAGY 

Milestone
THREE
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In collaboration with Ventures
Unlimited, we researched,
negotiated and provided the client a
recommendation for prime media
placement opportunities. Those
options included: Billboards and
transit, movie theater preview ads. 

ACTION ITEMS 





 

 

EVENT ATTENDANCE - 70%
SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT - INCREASED 50%

MEMBER RETENTION GOAL - MET

THE RESULTS 
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Let's work
together.

Email
Jasmine@JasmineBrowley.com

Phone
312-248-3903

Website
JasmineBrowley.com

 
 


